
Ultrasound QC need more structure? 

Go Paperless with QC-Track
® 

Inspectors are looking more closely at Ultrasound QC than ever before, especially with US infection control  
a “TJC Top 5” concern. QC-Track helps you be Always Inspection Ready™.  Here’s how.  

Let’s start with the basics. 

US teams have special tracking challenges, including 
LOGISTICS: large numbers of easily moved transducers, and  
COMPLEXITY: three different QC cycles for three different audiences. 
 

QC-Track, with paperless QC workflows, makes it easy. How? 
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For Weekly/Monthly/Quarterly Base Unit Device QC: 

For Transducer Phantom QC: 

For Per Exam HLD Traceability: 

Audience: 
Clinical 

Engineering, 
Physics Team 

THE RESULTS: An ultrasound QC process with all the benefits of paperless device QC  

 

QC-Track provides the foundation for a comprehensive quality control program. Ultrasound managers, infection control teams, 
and inspectors have everything—reports, logs, and documents—at their fingertips. And you will appreciate the structure and 
consistency of paperless QC. 

The result is 
consistent structure 
for US QC across your 
devices and locations. 

The result is high 
assurance that 
transducer phantom QC 
is being performed on 
all of your transducers. 

The result is an easy, secure 
method for traceability and a 
powerful new tool for 
infection research. 

- QC-Track uses a scheduled workflow with checklist worksheets to track 
filters, overall unit cleanliness, monitor cleanliness, a visual check of 
transducers, and mechanical functions. 

 

- Scheduled checklists can also be used to track the status of ancillary units, 

- QC-Track uses a scheduled workflow, with barcode tags on transducers and 
ultrasound base units, for transducer phantom QC. 

 

- Reconciliation reports help ensure that all transducers are tested and give  
 
 

 

Note: Although annual per ACR CQC, clients have recently been advised by ACR 
inspectors to perform “Quality Control Tests” on at least a semi-annual basis, and some of 
our clients are doing this test monthly. 

- Semi-critical devices, such as intra-cavity ultrasound 
transducers and those that come in contact with non-intact skin, are an 
area of concern for TJC. See TJC Quick Safety Issue 33, displayed on back side. 
 

- QC-Track uses an on-demand workflow and QC Worksheets with adhesive 
barcode tags on transducers and cleaning units, such as Trophon, to track 
and link the patient exam with the prior cleaning record. 

 

- The US team can track and report on the cleaning history of transducers                

Ultrasound managers and infection control teams need to have three different types of tracking: 

1. Base Unit Device QC - Can you prove that filters were regularly cleaned? Was the device ready for patient exams? 

2. Transducer Phantom QC - Can you prove that all transducers and base units were properly tested with a phantom? 

3. Per Exam HLD Traceability - Can you prove that transducers, especially intra-cavity or those in contact with non-intact skin, were properly 
cleaned prior to the patient’s exam? Will you be able to quickly identify and contact patients in the event of an outbreak? 

...yet many facilities still track Ultrasound QC and traceability using spreadsheets and paper log books. 

Ready? Contact Atirix now to learn more about QC-Track and enterprise imaging QC solutions for ultrasound and more. 
877-273-1764 │ atirix.com │ QC-Answers@Atirix.com 

Product or service names mentioned herein are the trademarks of their respective owners. Atirix products are covered by issued and pending 
patents, including US 8,478,610 “Medical Imaging Device Quality Control System and Method” and US 8,428,969 “System and Method for 

Tracking Imaging Quality”  © 2019 Atirix Medical Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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ACR, AIUM, 
Clinical 

Engineering, 
Physics Team 
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Audience: 

Hospital Infection 
Management, 

TJC 

like a CleanShield closet. 

details on transducer and base unit testing history. 

and HLD cleaning systems, meeting the needs of both device QC  
tracking and TJC “Culture of Safety.” 



Ultrasound Device QC 
Recommendations and Requirements 

Samples of recommendations and standards from TJC, ACR,  and IAC are provided below. They are provided 
only as examples. Consult with your QC coordinator, biomedical engineer, medical physicist, and/or Infection 
Control Team to determine your facility’s specific ultrasound device QC workflow requirements. 


